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ABSTRACT
This study examined the thorny issues regarding the energy-environment interaction, particularly the appropriate environmental standards for the development of bio and hydro energy in Nigeria and appropriate legal steps towards addressing issues that may arise in relation thereto. It critically analyzed the various mechanisms for the enforcement of such remedies, with particular emphasis on litigation and alternative dispute resolution methods and also considered the challenges inherent in such mechanisms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy is central to all human activities and it is needed to support development. Indeed, the economic activities of production and consumption require the use of energy. The challenge posed by the energy-environment interaction remains daunting and does not go without its adverse effects. Since the use of any source of energy has some environmental cost, regulation and enforcement of best practices are a key to a sustainable environment. Put differently, the drive towards the realization of sustainable development in the Nigerian energy sector, particularly through the development of bio and hydro energy must be matched with the articulation and enforcement of such policies, administrative and legal principles that enhance the environment. There is therefore the need to determine the extent to which legal regulation and enforcement of best practices can help promote the sustainable development of an eco-friendly environment. Undoubtedly, the despairing social vices which despondently plague the heterogeneous Nigerian society render the articulation and enforcement of environmental standards through legal regulation a herculean task. This task is rendered more onerous by the complexities and vicissitudes concomitant to the development of the bio and hydro energy in the Nigerian power sector. The resolution of this rather convoluted web of complexities bedeviling the energy-environment interaction in the Nigerian power sector, particularly in terms of the development of bio and hydro energy constitutes the essence of this study.

2. The Courts and Environmental Litigation
Nigeria operates a constitutional democracy with power constitutionally assigned to the three recognized arms of government. By virtue of section 6 of the Constitution, judicial powers are vested in the courts.
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While the judicial powers of the federation are vested in the courts established for the federation, the judicial powers of the state are vested in the courts established for the states. The judicial powers vested in the courts extends to all matters between persons, or between government or authority and to any persons in Nigeria, and to all actions and proceedings relating thereto, for the determination of any question as to civil rights and obligation of that person. Further, the judicial powers vested in the courts extend to all the inherent powers and sanctions of a court of law. As courts of law by nature do not act in vain, the decisions of the Nigeria courts are enforceable in any part of the federation by all authorities and persons. 

The courts have the fundamental role of keeping the government faithful to goals of democracy. Put differently, the courts have the sacred duty to translate into actuality the noble ideas expressed in the basic laws, and to give flesh and blood, or in fact life, to the abstract concept of rights, including environmental rights, as articulated in our laws. Environmental litigation can take many forms, including civil actions based on tort, contract or property law, criminal prosecutions, public interest litigation or actions for enforcement of fundamental rights. The courts also have the power of judicial review over actions and proceedings of other regulatory bodies exercising quasi judicial powers. Thus, persons aggrieved by breach of environmental standards, including those arising from bio and hydro energy activities can approach the courts for legal redress.

**Impediments to Environmental Litigation in Nigeria**

Over the world, the courts have been held as the last hope of the common man. This claim only holds water where the aggrieved or oppressed member of the society not only obtains justice from the court but also does so within reasonable time with the least possible cost and minimum stress. Regrettably, over the years it has become common refrain on the lips of most Nigerians that to seek redress in our courts for any injury is a waste of precious time and resources because that relief may not come during the claimant’s lifetime. Litigation in Nigeria is a very emotional and quarrelsome matter; it is a matter where Nigerians fight to a finish with all manner of gimmicks to the detriment of substantial justice. The virus of endless adjournments, frivolous interlocutory applications, among others result in litigation backlogs while the current court procedures are cumbersome, bureaucratic, archaic, slow and in all respect not conducive for dispensing justice. Litigation in Nigeria may drag from the High Court to the Supreme Court for many years. This usual delay inherent in the Nigerian legal system most times account for the regrettable resort to self help by some aggrieved Nigerians out of frustration. Even if judgment is obtained from the court after many stressful and traumatic years, it remains a mere academic victory or an empty shell which holds no practical or tangible value in view of the several administrative impediments to the enforcement of the judgment.
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and bureaucratic bottlenecks associated with the enforcement of judgment in Nigeria, particularly where the government is an interested party.\(^\text{16}\)

The weakness of the Nigerian justice system, particularly in environmental protection cases was exposed in the unfortunate case of *Shell Petroleum Development Co. Ltd v Chief Joel Anaro & Ors.*\(^\text{17}\) In that case, three different communities (as plaintiffs) had through their representatives sued the defendant in 1983 for oil spillage which damaged their farmlands, streams, properties, etc. The trial court eventually delivered its judgment in 1997 and the defendant appealed to the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal eventually dismissed the appeal in 2000 and the defendant, still being dissatisfied, appealed to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court eventually delivered its judgment in favour of the plaintiffs in 2015, thus bringing to an end a litigation that has lasted for 32 years.

Another impediment to effective litigation of environment matters in Nigeria is knowledge gap among the judges. In Nigeria, a Judge is expected to handle every matter even when it is obvious that he is professionally deficient in the area. Environmental disputes are not overseen by persons with relevant knowledge and experience. Environmental disputes are technical in nature which an untrained mind cannot handle. For efficient adjudication of breach of environmental standards in Nigeria, there is need for creation of environmental courts to be presided over by a crop of seasoned professionals with independent knowledge and experience in environmental matters.\(^\text{18}\)

The attitude of the judges to victims of environmental degradation, particularly in the assessment and award of general damages is yet another constraint. It is not unusual to find cases where the courts award a paltry sum as damages, usually because of lack of understanding of the full implications of the breach complained of and the absence of a standard guideline for assessment of damages in environmental cases.\(^\text{19}\)

Corruption in the judiciary is another problem. The Nigerian legal system is replete with allegations of judicial corruption at all levels. The socio-economic implication of such corruption is more dangerous than other forms of official corruption.\(^\text{20}\) Usually, cases of environmental litigations are often between an economically weak individual and powerful corporations or even the government. A corrupt judge who has little or no integrity may easily be induced to give a decision that would be favourable to the violator of environmental standards. This has greatly undermined litigation as an effective tool for seeking remedies for environmental pollution and degradation in Nigeria.\(^\text{21}\)

Burden of proof and standard of proof are other challenges to the enforcement of environmental standards in Nigeria through the court.\(^\text{22}\) By law, the burden of proof is placed on the plaintiff in civil cases and on the prosecution in criminal trials, environmental cases inclusive. While the plaintiff is expected to prove his claim in civil cases by preponderance of evidence; in criminal trial, the prosecution is mandated to prove its case beyond all reasonable doubts.\(^\text{23}\) In environmental claims which are usually of a highly technical nature and most times difficult for the court to appreciate, the plaintiff or the prosecution has to go the extra length to establish his case through an expert witness.\(^\text{24}\) While the victim of environmental violation has all these legal hurdles placed on him by law, the violator who is usually financially and politically strong has little or nothing to do rather than rely on the technicalities inherent in our legal
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system to defeat substantial justice. There is an urgent need to reform our law to make violators of environmental standards in Nigeria strictly liable. This would serve as strong deterrent to polluters in Nigeria.

The concept of *locus standi* is another impediment to environmental litigation in Nigeria. In order to have standing to sue, the plaintiff must show an interest which is peculiar to him and not an interest common to the members of the general public. Thus, a party who sues for damages arising from violation of environmental standards in Nigeria must show that he suffered damages over and above that of the general public. Civil society, group of concerned citizens or environmental NGOs have important role to play as monitors and defenders of the environment and are better placed to enforce environmental standards through litigation. By this doctrine of *locus standi*, their ability to do so is seriously limited, unless they can tie the suit as one for enforcement of fundamental human rights. It is recommended that this principle of *locus standi* in environmental litigation should be reviewed towards expanding its scope.

Another major barrier to enforcement of environmental standards in Nigeria through litigation is statute of limitations. Statutes of limitation usually stipulate that an action for breach of environmental standards must be commenced within a time frame. For instance if the violator is a public officer the suit must commenced with 3 months otherwise the right of action will cease to exist. Now, it must be noted that the adverse effects of certain breaches of environmental standards may not immediately manifest itself in apparent and vivid terms like harm to human health; it takes time to manifest. It may take a year or more to manifest. Thus proving such harm if a suit is filed immediately after the commission of the act becomes a problem. If litigation is delayed until the manifestation of the harm, then the issue of statute of limitation becomes a problem and may be pleaded by the violator to escape liability.

3. Environmental Standards and the Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms

**Negotiation**

Negotiation is a consensual bargaining process, which may or may not involve the intervention of a third party, where the parties to a dispute attempt to reach agreement on the disputed matter or the potentially disputed matter. It is ranked first in order of hierarchy of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods. Negotiation involves discussions on dealings about matters with a view of reconciling differences and establishing areas of agreement, settlement or compromise that would mutually be beneficial to the parties or that would satisfy the aspiration of each party to the negotiation. Where there is damage occasioned by a breach of environmental standards, including those resulting from bio and hydro energy activities, the violator and the affected individual or community may arrange for a joint inspection of the affected site(s) to assess the level of damage to the environment and the properties
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of the individual or the community, or both sides may undertake independent financial assessment and evaluation of the damage for purposes of the negotiation. Following this, both sides schedule and meet for the negotiation. The violator may make an offer and if accepted, the agreed amount will be paid to the affected victims. If rejected, further negotiation may be made or in some cases the aggrieved party may resort to litigation. This was the position in the case of Shell Petroleum Development Company Limited v Farah where the appellant through negotiation paid a paltry sum to the affected families for damage to their land. The said families, not being satisfied with the compensation paid, went to court and got substantial sum in damages.

In order to achieve a successful negotiation, it is important for the claimant to seek the services of a legal practitioner; and to have an expert make the assessment and preparation of the pre-negotiation terms, and possibly, for the expert to be part of the negotiation team.

Mediation
This is a process of resolving dispute with the aid of a neutral third party. Mediation is an important tool to resolve cases of breach of environmental standards, especially where the amount of compensation payable is the crux of the dispute between the parties and they are unable to mutually agree among themselves. Mediation offers a unique opportunity for both the violator and the victims to resolve gray areas of their dispute. The use of mediation in resolving environmental dispute particularly in environmental impact assessment matters is elaborately authorized by sections 32 and 33 of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act.

Conciliation
This is also another mechanism that can be utilized by the victims of breach of environmental standards. When negotiation fails, conciliation offers another opportunity for parties in environmental cases to reach an out-of-court settlement. The parties to the dispute must first consent to have same settled by conciliation. The conciliatory body hears the parties and thereafter submits its terms of settlement to the parties without imposing same on them. When the parties agree to the terms of settlement, the body draws up a record of settlement for the parties to sign. If they do not agree, they may then submit their dispute to arbitration or resort to litigation.

Arbitration
Arbitration is a process by which parties voluntarily refer their disputes to an impartial third person or persons selected by them for a decision based on the evidence and agreement to be presented before such person(s). In contentious environmental pollution disputes, parties may by mutual agreement, refer the case to an arbitral panel for resolution. The arbitral panel hears the parties and receives evidence from their witnesses. At the end of the proceedings, the arbitral panel makes an award. Arbitration has its
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advantages over litigation. Arbitral proceedings are usually overseen by professionals with relevant knowledge and expertise in the subject of arbitration unlike the regular court.\textsuperscript{50} Arbitration pursues substantive justice because arbitral proceedings are very liberal and devoid of technicalities and complexities associated with the regular court.\textsuperscript{51} Arbitration is flexible, speedy and cheaper when compared with litigation. In arbitration the concept of burden of proof associated with adversarial mode of adjudication is dispensed with. There is lack of publicity in relation to the proceedings and hearing is expeditious since the vexatious delays in litigation are avoided.\textsuperscript{52} However, arbitration has its own constraints such as the issue of impeachment of an award, enforcement of an award and sitting aside of an award since the parties may have to resort to litigation in such cases.\textsuperscript{53}

4. CONCLUSION
It is no news that currently, Nigeria aside hydro energy is heavily dependent on fossil fuels for her energy needs, such that generation of electricity in Nigeria, to a reasonable extent, relies on natural resources like petroleum, natural gas, and coal. The extraction and conversion of these fossil fuels into electricity have significant impact on the environment. The increased emphasis being placed on renewable energy sources such as biomass and hydro energy further compounds the problem, since these also have negative environmental impacts. The problem then is that in so far as electricity generation in Nigeria is concerned, environmental pollution and degradation is bound to occur. Hence, adequate mechanisms by way of litigation and/or ADR must be put in place.
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